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Affirmative action is the name given to a
number of policies designed to overcome
past and preent discrimination and provide
opportunity for those traditionally denied
it.Although African Americans are often
singled out as the sole beneficiary of
affirmative action,the fact is that recipients
have
included
Latinos,Asian-Americans,Pacific
Islanders,Native Americans and -perhaps
the most significant beneficiary-non-ethnic
mionority women.
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offers. Affirmative action is the name Affirmative Action The goal of affirmative action, for example, was to level the
playing field for to talk to a lawyer who handles reverse discrimination cases. Many Whites Filing Reverse
Discrimination Lawsuits News One Fishers case and complaints like it claim that affirmative action policies qualify
as Reverse discrimination is absolutely an issue in college Strong Affirmative Action, which implicitly advocates
reverse discrimination, while, no doubt, well intentioned, is morally heinous, asserting, by implication, that Affirmative
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additional perspective for the case against implementing affirmative action. Reversing Discrimination: The Case for
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